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the Cuban Special Period
by Nicholas Balaisis
There has been a resurgence of melodrama in Cuban
film since the collapse of the Soviet Union. Indeed, two
of Cuba's most prominent and historically significant
filmmakers, Tomas Gutierrez Alea and Humberto Solas,
have produced highly melodramatic films in the almost
two decades since the Soviet collapse, a time known in
Cuba as the special period. 1 While there are certainly
melodramatic tendencies in other post-revolutionary
Cuban films, melodrama has generally been derided on
account of its supposed complicity with the ideology of
American capitalism2 It is thus notable that the films
made by Cuba's two leading, and arguably most politically-
committed filmmakers within the special period have
been overtly melodramatic. I would like to argue, however,
that the reappearance of melodrama at this moment in
Cuban history is not merely coincidental, but in fact
has much to tell us about contemporary Cuba as it
struggles economically and ideologically to redefine
itself after the Soviet Union's collapse. My interest in
melodrama within the special period is oriented by
what I see as an important intersection between the
social and political reality of contemporary Cuba and the
particular "work" performed by melodrama as an aesthetic
mode. 3 In this way, I draw from recent reassessments of
melodrama, specifically from Linda Williams's under-
standing of genre in general as a"cultural form ofproblem
solving," or as a way of giving shape to and resolving
major cultural deadlocks.4 I thus believe that we need to
understand the recent manifestations of melodrama in
Cuban film as important attempts to "solve" major
problems facing the country in the context of late
socialism. In this way, melodrama operates as a pseudo
public sphere in its capacity to raise questions that are
unable to be expressed in other spaces on account of
the regime's general discursive inflexibility.
The Cuban public sphere, late socialism, and the
role of cinema
The theoretical complexities of the question of the
public sphere in late-socialist Cuba cannot be addressed
in the limited scope of this paper. However, if we employ
Habermas's understanding of the public sphere as a
discursive space between the private and the political
spheres beyond the purview of the state, then we can
argue that such a space does not exist in contemporary
Cuba.5 The absence of a Habermasian public sphere,
generally typified by the existence of a free press, is
justified within the logic of Cuban state socialism. As the
argument goes, in a context where the state is implicated
in every aspect of civil society, there is no need for an
intermediary space, since the state in Cuba is representative
of the general will of the people. Under this rhetorical
umbrella, the work of the public sphere as a space
between the state and private life is rendered redundant
since the state is the popular voice. Moreover, the public
sphere, understood in Habermasian terms as a bourgeois
public sphere, represents a decadent remainder (and
reminder) of Cuba's colonial past, thus intensifying the
state's resistance to a Habermasian public sphere model
for socialist Cuba.6
The absence of a formal public sphere in the form of
open and active media, however, has not meant, as many
hard-liners contend, that there is no site for public and
critical discussion in Cuba? If there is something most
approximating a public sphere in Cuba, a site where
major issues relating to the state of Cuban politics and
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culture are addressed, it is in the realm of the fine arts, and
cinema in particular. This public function of cinema can
be attributed to a curious intersection of historical cir-
cumstances as well as ardent action on the part of artists
and filmmakers in Cuba. As leading Cuban film scholar
Michael Chanan has argued, Cuban cinema has enjoyed
both an unusual popularity since the wake of the revolu-
tion as well as certain political freedoms not enjoyed in
other media or areas of Cuban society. As a result, even
during the most restrictive period of Soviet influence,
Cuban cinema has enjoyed a freedom of expression
unknown in other areas of politics or culture and has had
the luxury of a large audience to receive it.s Cuban cinema
has thus productively straddled the ambiguous cultural
policy put forward by Fidel Castro in his famous "words
to the intellectuals" speech of 1961, where he declared,
"within the revolution, everything; against the revolution,
nothing."9
Chanan argues that the frank and sympathetic por-
trayal of the homosexual protagonist in Strawberry and
Chocolate (1993)-one of the most popular Cuban films of
all time, and which sparked tremendous controversy both
inside and outside the country-contributed to important
debates concerning the role and repression of homosexuals
in Cuba. While the film did not (and cannot) substitute
for a real public sphere, Chanan argues that it served as an
important intervention into what was a very contentious
and unresolved issue in Cuban politics and culture. 10 As a
result of this kind of "work" pelformed by cinema,
Chanan describes its function as that of a surrogate or
vicarious public sphere where real issues are, if not
resolved, then at least addressed with a degree of frankness
impossible in other forms. 11
The role of cinema as a venue for critical debate
became more pronounced in the latter phase of the special
period, from the late 1990s to the early twenty-first centUly.
As Sujatha Fernandes argues, the early phase of the special
period, from 1993 to 1996, was marked by liberalization
measures "that gave greater space to human rights and
professional organizations" and "legalized self employment
in certain occupations."12 Many of these new openings,
however, came to a close in 1996 as the limited economic
recovery of the country put the state in a better position
to "reassume control over service provision" and thus also
reassume tighter political control through a new "ideo-
logical offensive."13 As a consequence of this clampdown
on formal political activities, critical debate shifted to the
sphere of art and culture, "where the state tolerated a
greater freedom of cultural expression."14 In her
ethnography of Cuban film audiences during this later
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phase of the special period, Fernandes found that film
served as a major catalyst and forum for "debating,
contesting, and resolving issues such as state repression,
patriotism, and citizen alienation in a period of rapid
social and economic change."15
Fernandes's observations recall Miriam Hansen's
reflections on American cinema and its role as an alter-
native public sphere at the beginning of the twentieth
century.16 In Babel and Babylon, Hansen argues that it is
against the backdrop of the mass upheaval in the spheres
of American culture, technology, and labour that cinema
emerged as both literal and symbolic refuge from the
"traumatic" effects of industrial modernity. Although the
cinema for Hansen no doubt participated in the "historical
upheaval of traditional coordinates of space and time"
marked by the experience of modernity, "it also offered a
refuge in which the violence of the transition could be
negotiated in a less threatening, playful, and intersubjective
manner."17 Hansen's observations are important, as they
point to the fact that it was the traumatic context of
industrial modernity that enabled cinema to take on a
significant role-as refuge-in the negotiation of these
massive changes. Cinema plays a similar role during
Cuba's special period, where it is against (and because of)
the instability of a political context marked by radical
upheavals and readjustments that cinema has in part
served as a space where Cubans can retreat in order to
negotiate their collective future amid the volatility of the
present.
Hansen's work also outlines different ways of consid-
ering the public sphere and thus offers a good lens for
considering the publicness of cinema in the Cuban context.
Drawing on the insights of Siegfried Kracauer, Hansen
invites us to think of cinema spectatorship not as something
wholly passive (in the way that Habermas imagines it),
but as a mode of publicness in its capacity to productively
engage the viewer's imagination. Citing Kracauer, she
argues that cinema weakens the perceptual boundaries
between the (viewing) self and (viewed) image, mobilizes
the capacities of the imagination, and thus offers a "major
rehearsal ground for new forms of social identity," new
modes of social being and of being social. IS The cinema
is thus a reflexive, discursive "horizon" that brings to
light both the promises and failures of society. In drawing
them into visible display, cinema functions as a "blueprint"
for an alternative public sphere. 19 In this understanding,
therefore, the cinema becomes a space where the viewing
public can negotiate the complex and often contradictory
nature of social relations in the simultaneously public and
anonymous space of the cinema. These insights are
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cousin, and together they travel across the country in
search of his mother. Despite many internal (psychic,
emotional) and external obstacles specific to the special
period (hustlers, petty theft, broken vehicles, lack of
transportation), Roberto manages to make his way to the
eastern edge of the island, where he finally finds his
mother. In the final moment of the film, the two
embrace tearfully in front of an equally emotional group
ofspectators as the film's musical score swells to punctuate
the scene's triumphantly affective climax.
In many ways, Honey for Ochun follows the general
structure of the maternal melodrama. As Linda Williams
argues, the melodramatic "weepie" pivots around a desire
to recapture lost innocence. Drawing from psychoanalytic
theories of childhood attachment, she argues that melo-
drama seems to "endlessly repeat our melancholic sense
of the loss of origins-impossibly hoping to return to
an earlier state which is perhaps most fundamentally
represented by the body of the mother."26 This maternal
return (with the hopes of recuperating something that
has been lost) is the primary arc of Honey for Ochun. The
first lines of Roberto's voice-over alert us to this as we
learn that his father had taken him "too early" from his
mother during the first wave of mass emigration from
Cuba in the early 1960s. Roberto's return to the island
as an adult is a way for him to satisfY this long overdue
maternal reunion and thus regain some of the "innocence"
lost as a result of his truncated childhood. This return,
however, is complicated by a deep ambivalence that
further intensifies the film's melodramatic aspects. While
Roberto no doubt requires the closure of maternal
reconciliation, he is conflicted by the fear that his mother
was an accomplice to his father's abduction-that she
abandoned him. Moreover, his ambivalence in returning
to a mother who might not want him is complicated by
a sense of guilt from returning to Cuba and thus
posthumously betraying his father's wishes.
This narrative of maternal reunification can be read as
a political allegory in which aims ofnational consolidation
and solidarity reflect the revolutionary rhetoric of the
special period. This is suggested at the outset of the film,
when Roberto's journey is literally paired with the journeys
of other Cuban-American passengers making similarly
emotional returns to the island. We must also note the
fact that his departure from his mother, like many exile
journeys, was primarily political (abandoning the socialist
regime), and thus his mother, by virtue of the fact that
she stayed in Cuba, is automatically associated with the
Cuban nation under Castro.Another clue to the allegorical
connection that aligns Roberto's mother with mother
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Cuba is expressed by the film's geography. Roberto's
search for his mother takes him across the country, from
the political centre of Havana to the spiritual heart of the
island at the far eastern tip. Not only is the eastern part
of the island strongly associated with the origins of the
Cuban Revolution,27 but it also has strong ties to Cuban
ethnic and national identity, particularly through its asso-
ciation with Afro-Cuban traditions and culture.
Although Cuba's relationship to its Afro-Cuban culture
is historically marked by contradictions and ambivalence,
at various moments in Cuba's history it has served as
important ground for symbolic notions of authentic
Cuban identity or Cubanidad. 28
The allegorical stress of the film works to solve an
ideological problem central to the special period: the
problem ofwaning public commitment to Cuba and the
revolution. In this light, the reconciliation between
Roberto and his estranged mother can be seen as an
attempt to reconcile Cubans to the increasingly vulnerable
project of socialist nationalism.29 This problem was made
starkly visible in the years leading up to and during the
filming of Honey for OchUn, as images of Cuban "raft
people"-those who fled to Florida in precarious rafts-
began to circulate widely in North American media
and which culminated in the tense political dispute
surrounding Elian Gonzales. This ideological and
allegorical aim is punctuated by the film's most
intensely melodramatic scene, which features a near
extra-diegetic monologue by the protagonist Roberto
that seems to directly address the Cuban viewer.
Exhausted from what has thus far been a fruitless pursuit
of his mother, Roberto is driven over the edge by an
act of petty thievery when his bike is stolen in a small
Cuban village. Roberto chases the thief in vain and in
the process draws many town villagers out of their
houses and into the town square. In front of this large
crowd of onlookers and his two travel companions,
Roberto confesses that his life has' been filled with
inmlense sorrow and pain. This suffering is a result, as he
laments, of his fractured connection with his Cuban
homeland and his indeterminate ethnic status in the
United States, where he is "neither Cuban nor
American." Roberto describes how he is constantly
reminded of this indeterminacy by being encouraged to
renounce his Cuban identity, to "be more than just a
spic," in order to truly integrate and succeed in America.
The allegorical climax crystallizes when Roberto proclaims
that he has never felt accepted or at home in America
and is envious of the Cubans in Cuba who "know who
[they] are!"
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From an ideological perspective, the message is clear.
Although Roberto enjoys material privileges as a
Cuban-American that Cubans do not, he lacks an
authentic, maternal relation to his homeland, a fact that
ultimately negates any benefits of living in the United
States. On the most explicit level, the film appears to be
in line with the massive ideological offensive initiated by
the regime in the special period as it attempted to shore
up support for the revolution and discourage emigration
to (and ideological identification with) the United States.
However, these ideological aims are put into tension by
the film's melodramatic excesses, which work to undermine
the coherency of this message. While there are many
such excesses in the film, the most explicit example is in
the scene that is also the most ideologically didactic: the
moment of Roberto's hysterical public confession. The
sheer theatricality of his confession (even for a notoriously
melodramatic director) should alert us to some fi-iction
with the ideological objectives in the film as he gestures
dramatically to the sky and curses fate for his unfortunate
lot in life. These theatrics are intensified in the film as
Roberto's outburst is followed by an equally melodramatic
turn by his driver and travel companion, Antonio, a kind
of special period everyman who survives the way many
Cubans increasingly do, by hustling on the side. In
response to Roberto, Antonio raises the melodramatic
stakes by revealing his own tale of woe, similarly cursing
fate for taking his son from him in a crazy "accident" and
leaving him in a state of despair and ruin.
What is remarkable about both performances, apart
from their excessiveness, is the fact that both characters
gesture abstractly to fate as the reason and cause for their
tragic allotment in life, a gesture that is repeated in other
parts of the film. For instance, in a private conversation
between Roberto and his cousin Pilar, Roberto asks why
his parents divorced and his father fled the country.
Rather than exploiting the father as an historically easy
target expressing Cuban bourgeois ideology, Pilar collapses
both parents together and vaguely claims that they were
both "victims of their times." The absence of concrete
historical reference or cause is significant in all of these
cases, as they mark a departure from the majority of
post-revolutionary Cuban films, where problems within
Cuba have generally been attributed to real historical
factors, such as Cuba's coloniallegacy.30 The lack of any
reference to real historical circumstances and, more
importantly, the absence of the Cuban revolution as the
intervening force within those circumstances, can be
understood as a subtle, embedded critique of the revolution
for its failure to adequately address the real problems of
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the special period. 31 Moreover, this absence is intensified
by Roberto and Antonio's excessive, melodramatic
theatrics. Their futile gestures to fate further stress the
gaping hole in the Cuban social fabric and the revolution's
incapacity in filling this gap by reiterating revolutionary
slogans and appeals for collective mobilization instead of
providing real hope for the future of the country.32 In
foregrounding this revolutionary absence, the narrative
climax invites the spectator to interrogate the reasons for
Cuba's struggles in the special period and evaluate the
revolutionary government's role in resolving them. This
key moment of the film thus provides a discursive space
where the viewer might insert his or her own hypotheses
concerning Cuba's reality and pose solutions that may be
in direct contrast to official party rhetoric.
The absence of the revolution from the film is also
marked by the film's use ofAfro-Cuban mythology. This
mythological element is indexed in the title of the film,
OchUn, who in Mi-o-Cuban mythology is a Santeria goddess
and guardian of fresh water. What enables and facilitates
Roberto's reunion with his mother is his ultimate faith in
the prophesy of a Santera, a practitioner of the syncretic
religious practice Santeria, whom he reluctantly visits at
the beginning of the film. It is only once Roberto begins
to believe in and follow the Santera's mystical clues that
he is led to his mother's home. By invoking Afro-Cuban
mythology, not only does the film move beyond the
sphere of real politics and history (that would reflect a
historical materialist position), but it also employs a religio-
spiritual mode that is antithetical to the revolution's
historically Marxist orientation. Moreover, this use of
Afro-Cuban mythology marks a change in the moral
ground of Cuban society by shifting the locus of faith.
Rather than expressing or reinforcing faith in the revolu-
tion or in important figures such as Castro or Che
Guevara, the film relocates faith to the ahistorical realm
of spirituality and myth. This solves the major deadlock
of the film-the real material and ideological problems
of the special period-by shifting the "solution" outside
historical and material reality and into the transcendental
and timeless realm of myth,33 a realm that stands
opposed to the revolution's commitment to dialectical
materialism and thus further serves as an inherent
political critique.34
Finally, the allegorical and ideological aims of the
film are undermined by the film's melodramatic tem-
porality. As Williams convincingly argues, the temporal
structure of melodrama is that of the "too late." We cry
when watching melodramas not just at the moment that
the characters cry, but at the moment we realize their
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desire for resolution or reconciliation becomes futile.
That is, when we recognize that even the happy ending
proposed by the film is in some way incomplete: it is
"too late." Temporally, then, melodrama represents a
"looking back"; its dramatic resolution is a "homage to a
happiness that is kissed goodbye."35 Despite the ultimate
reconciliation between mother and son in Honey for
Ochun, there is something incomplete about its resolution,
as the reunion between Roberto and his mother is
inevitably "too late." While he has indeed found her, he
has lived terribly for most of his life without her (and
vice versa), reminding us that his reconciliation is invariably
only a partial consolation.What lingers over the image of
mother and son is the nagging realization that the two of
them cannot turn back time and salvage the lost years. In
this way, the allegorical level of the film is sullied by the
melodramatic reality of a melancholic and nostalgic
relationship to the past.
What all these narrative contradictions point to is the
revolution's inability to imagine its future. Roberto's
return, however successful, is more mournful and nostalgic
than triumphant; that is, it is melodramatic. It mourns a
time that has never been and never will be but that might
have been. The promise of the revolution is thus cast
outside the reahn of real historical time (and thus beyond
the scope of Cuba's real future) and is instead refigured
in the space of melodramatic time: a time that never
actually existed but that should have existed somewhere
in an imagined past.
Imagining the public sphere
What I have been trying to argue is that melodrama as
an aesthetic mode opens a small space within the context
of late-socialist Cuba to engage in a complex dialogue
with dominant state ideology. This dialogue straddles an
important and difficult space, as it remains neither wholly
complicit in nor wholly dismissive of the regime and
thus can be seen to operate as a pseudo public sphere. As
I have suggested, what is remarkable about the excessive
climax of the film is that while it applies pressure to crucial
issues of concern in the special period (Cuban cultural
identity, poverty, the future of the country), Roberto's
empty appeal to fate leaves a space for spectator inter-
vention. This melodramatic paradigm, which displaces
real historical questions and causes onto a mythic realm,
leaves space open for Cuban spectators to fill and to
propose (at least imaginatively) reasons and solutions to
Cuba's crisis without calling upon open dissent.
To conclude, I would like to mention a brief anecdotal
observation made by Fernandes when Honey for Qchun
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opened in Havana. Watching in a room full of excited
Cubans, Fernandes noticed widespread vocal participation
with the film as it screened. Remarking on the film's
hysterical climax, Fernandes writes that when Roberto
shouted to the vicarious audience of onlookers on the
street, "at least you know who you are," someone in the
audience stood up and yelled back to the screen, "No, we
don't know who we are.What makes you think we know
who we are?"36 This observation recalls Kracauer's notion
of the cinema offering a blueprint for an alternative
public sphere. While he certainly did not believe the
cinema could function as a public sphere, Kracauer's
comments alert us to the ways cinema can, in certain
contexts, work to prepare an audience for the public
sphere. That is, although the cinema does not have all the
coordinates of a Habermasian public sphere, it can
certainly mimic and reproduce partial aspects of such a
sphere and serve, as he suggests, as rehearsal ground for a
future public sphere. If indeed there is a public dimension
to cinema in Cuba in its ability to foster collective
reflections and visions of the Cuban nation, then we must
give serious consideration to the role of melodrama as a
mode that structurally enables this collective imagining.
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